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Key Dates
2019

All School Calendar dates now appear on 
Compass - we strongly encourage all parents 

to check for upcoming events through 
Compass, click on the Calendar Tab, then 

Public Whole School Calendar, you are able to 
view details in Week or Month format

Monday 10th June
Queen’s Birthday PUBLIC Holiday

Tuesday 18th  June
Athletics Day

Friday 28th June
Last Day of Term 2 - 2.30pm Dismissal

Monday 15th July
First Day of Term 3

31st July -Saturday 3rd August
School Production Performances

Wednesday 7th August
Parent Teache Conferences - Students are 

encouraged to attend
STUDENT FREE DAY

Monday 12th - Friday 16th August
Year 7 Camp 

Wednesday 21st August
Resilience Project Yr 8 & 9 Parent Evening 

- see flyer on Page 8

Friday 30th August
Year 7 Immunisations 

Tuesday 10th September
Staff Professional Development Day - 

STUDENT FREE DAY

Principal’s Message
Dear students, parents, guardians and community members,

Our examination week was a huge success, and I congratulate all our students from 
Year 8-12 for their outstanding application and behaviour during the exams.  A massive  
thanks to all of our teachers for putting in the extra hard yards this week and next week 
as they mark exams and finalise reports.   I’ve asked all students do take on board their 
teacher’s feedback, and not to just look at the examination papers as a summative piece 
of assessment.   The best learning task that students can now do is to take the feedback 
and reattempt the questions that they scored poorly in.   Please have a chat to your child 
about this, and consider unpacking their examination paper and feedback further with 
them (once they’ve received it back).  Students have now commenced their Semester 
Two units of study, and should be sinking their teeth into new content and topics.   A 
reminder to please check and engage with Compass for your child’s ongoing live reporting 
and assessment, and to engage directly with your child’s teacher if there are any queries 
or concerns regarding this.   

On Tuesday we had a whole school assembly, and I can honestly state that it was one of the 
best whole school assemblies that we have ever had!  In alignment with our strategic goal 
of improving student voice, agency and leadership at the College, the assembly included 
speeches and announcements by a large range of students from many year levels, as well 
as an array of amazing instrumental and voice performances by students involved in the 
music program and annual production.   It was a most humbling experience to see these 
young people in action.   Further to this, on Thursday the inaugural “Clean Up Kambrya 
Summit” was convened by the student leaders, which saw 22 students from a range 
of year levels come together to generate real and practical solutions for improving the 
amenities of the college, particularly in regards to our current litter problem.   Again, I 
applaud their great work and collaboration, and I look forward to seeing their ideas come 
to life!   

As many of you are aware, the College is continuing to grow rapidly.   We now have 1520 
students on the books, and we are expecting to grow further over the next two years.  
This is a great thing for our College, and is testament to the work that our students and 
teachers are doing here.   I am fully confident that we have the teaching, learning and 
support culture in place to cater for this growth, but we are also working hard behind 
the scenes to continue to improve the College’s facilities.   There is a clear plan in place, 
and it includes refurbishment of the portable section of the school.   Over the next 12 
months, we will be making the older section of the school “look like new again” whilst 
also creating some new teaching spaces.   Last week, this plan got underway with the 
relocation of two of the oldest and most dilapidated portables to a more central location 
of the school, where they will then be refurbished.  This has also made more space at the 
back of the school for future investment into new play and recreation spaces.  Combine 
this with the new oval development, the Athlete Development Program Centre and our 
ongoing improvements to the gardens and seating, and we are really pleased with the 
position we are in as a school. We are “getting things done” here!
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With the onset of the cold weather, can I ask all parents again to please check your child’s uniform, and ensure that they 
have all the correct gear.   Non-prescribed uniform is not to be worn to school.   Also please note that the College now has 
a beanie available from the uniform shop, and also has a new long sleeve PE polo top that is being ordered (but not yet in 
stock).

Wishing all a lovely long weekend.  

Kind regards, 

Keith Perry
Principal
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HPE News

On Tuesday 28th May,  an excited group of Year 7 girls 
represented the school for Netball. The A team had 
convincing wins over Lakeside, Officer and Pakenham 
but struggled against a tough team from Koo Wee Rup 
Secondary College. The girls all played very well with 
Isabelle Muller, Angelina Marcic and Zoe Luxford being 
standouts on the day. The girls finished 2nd out of 5 teams. 
A huge thank you to Vanessa Qumivutia and Alyssa Hunter 
for training the girls prior to the day and showing fantastic 
leadership in coaching the A team.
The B team had a close game against Officer which was 
decided in a nail-biting final minute, unfortunately Officer 
coming out the winner. A tough game against Koo Wee 
Rup followed, resulting in Kambrya finishing 3rd in their 
category.  Rhylee Lucas, Ella Symons and Sarah Petterson 
showed great teamwork and skill on the day.
All of the girls showed great sportsmanship and were 
congratulated by the umpires for this. Well done to 
everyone involved on a fantastic day of Netball.

Mrs Lisa Luck
VET Sport  & Rec Teacher

AFL umpiring at the MCG
On Saturday June 1st some of the VET Sport and Recreation 
first year students who are currently completing an AFL 
umpiring course went to the MCG, to umpire the Auskick 
games at halftime.  We were able to use the skills we have 
learnt to umpire.  It was quite nerve-racking but also a 
pretty good experience. We met the Auskick kids before 
we went out on the ground, they looked really happy, were 
all really energetic and happy to meet us. We were also 
introduced to the AFL Game day goal umpires and they 
helped us during the games.  They were friendly and spoke 
to us in our separate groups, they also congratulated us at 
the end of the session. The MCG looks big when you’re on 
the ground and the ground looks really small when you are 
up in the stands.  It was fun being on the MCG, watching 
the game and umpiring the Auskick kids. 

Anmol Janjua Yr 11 Student 
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Humanities News  
Now that the Semester 1 exams have concluded and we begin to look ahead to Semester 2, it is fantastic 
time to reflect on a hectic Semester 1 for the staff and students in Humanities. In Humanities we 
celebrate the passion, enthusiasm and support of our teachers and celebrate the hard-work, success and 
voices of our students. As the Head of Humanities, I could write endlessly about my amazing subject and 
the fascinating topics, ideas and individuals we investigate and debate about but I thought I would refrain 
and let some of our remarkable students and teachers tell you.                              A D E L E   S M A R R E L L I  

H E A D   O F   H U M A N I T I E S 
Year 7 SEAL Humanities 
“Humanities is a subject that requires a lot of recalling but also comprehending 
information that was learnt in class. That is why if you are learning humanities, you 
must have the access to engaging and appealing resources that won't get tedious 
after a short period of time. Fortunately for B7S, our sensational Humanities teacher 
had already thought this through ahead of time. Our teacher made the topics 
interesting that resulted in it being much easier to retain the massive chunks of 
information. Our initial focus unit for semester one was history which included three main topics: Ancient 
Australia, Ancient Greece and Ancient China. All these topics were accompanied by a few PowerPoints 
that were summarised which made it helpful to retain information.  
The glossary quizzes that were completed for every topic made it inordinately easier to understand the 
information that was being taught in class. The main resource that we use in class though, is a digital 
notebook called OneNote. This makes it so that you have absolutely no excuse not to hand in homework 
since you as well as your teacher, can access it anytime. Another effective strategy for summarising the 
information was the Topic Summary Quiz/ Test that was completed in class. When revising for exams, 
these were always a great resource of information to refer to back to because it only included the main 
points of that particular topic.”                                                                 B Y:  A L E E Z A    F A R O O Q I (B7S) 

 
“At the start of Semester 1, our teacher helped us understand the 
importance, and purpose of history. Prior to learning about ‘Ancient 
Australia’, we were taught how to effectively take-notes; learnt about 
research strategies; acquired knowledge to develop inquiry questions, to 
assist in research; learnt how to examine evidence; and understand the 
difference between a Primary source and Secondary source. Thus, the 
wide range of skills, and techniques had tremendously helped us grasp 

knowledge at a quicker pace throughout the 2 terms. With a very well organised ‘one-note’ created by our 
teacher, it made it easier to learn.”                                                                   B Y:  B R Y A N   C H A N G (B7S) 

Year 8 SEAL Humanities 
“Year 8 SEAL Humanities has provided us with many opportunities and has given us added 
knowledge. We have learnt and spent time looking at various topics through the first 
semester, specifically: the Industrial Revolution, Australian society during the Gold Rush as 
well as World War 1. 
As part of our curriculum, we were required to research and present one aspect that was 
affected and changed by the gold rush. It was an intriguing event to look at and learn more 
about. The final topic we studied was World War 1. It is a major event worldwide and our 
class investigated the different perspectives. We looked at the different sides, how the war 
began, the involvement of countries, major battles and battlefronts, the main reasons for 
the war, alliances, the effects of the war on nations and individuals as well as many other aspects. To 
understand more about Australia’s involvement in the war, both Year 8 SEAL classes had the opportunity 
to visit the Shrine of Remembrance and conduct thorough research as well as apply inquiry skills to 
investigate the sources that were provided."                                             B Y:  G A B R I E L L E   Z O D O  (W8S) 
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“We’d begun the semester with the Industrial Revolution, and what we’d 
thought of as simply a booming period of technological advancement grew 
into a much deeper understanding of the time, by learning its several causes, 
its lasting, if not both positive and negative, effects and how life changed 
during the Revolution. After that, our focus shifted to Australian history, 
ranging from Captain Cook’s circumnavigation expedition of Australia to 

convict transportation and the discovery of gold, then moving onto the founding of the colonies, 
Australia’s parliamentary system and the Government, which, luckily for us, fit the boxes of both History 
and Civics and Citizenship. Finally, we went on to understand WWI, and, through much absorption of 
information, covered its causes, its factions, its key events and the lasting effects it had on the world, 
especially inclusive of Australia’s participation in the Great War, which we covered in much greater detail. 
I can tell you; there was a lot of information to learn, and as opposed to memorising things, our teacher 
sought to make learning less of reviewing notes and reading the textbook, but more of a student 
endeavour to seek the answers to the questions we are intrigued by in our learning.”   

                                                                                                                  B Y:  H A R V E Y   L A M (W8S) 
 
“In class, we had to complete activities based on what we learnt. The activities, notes 
and homework given by our teacher, contributed to our deep understanding of the 
topic. The way our teacher taught us was really effective and the information 
became stuck in our brains faster.  When we learnt about WW1, we had the chance 
to go on an excursion to the Shrine of Remembrance and Chinatown. Students 
attended the Shrine of Remembrance in a teacher-led tour before we explored 
Chinatown. We visited the Shrine of Remembrance as it relates to World War 1. The 
visit to Chinatown was for us to gain a deeper understanding of the lasting effect of 
Chinese migration to Australia and the impact of tourism. This excursion was very 
beneficial for our learning as we had many hands-on activities. “ 

B Y:  T A M I L   A R U N K U M A R (W8S) 
 

Year 9 Humanities 

“In Week 2 of Term 2, Year 8 SEAL and Year 9 Humanities classes had the amazing 
opportunity to visit the Shrine of Remembrance, Chinatown and Lonsdale St in the 
heart of the city.  
The Humanities classes have been learning about Australia’s involvement in the First 
World War, and were given the opportunity to examine primary and secondary 

sources, including uniforms, equipment, diaries, interactive 
presentations, photographs and letters from soldiers who fought in the war. 
Following this, we made our way through the city to explore Chinatown and Lonsdale St, to 
gain a deeper understanding of both the Chinese and Greek influence on Australian culture, 
and in Melbourne in particular. The teachers and students all had an excellent time on this 
excursion and gained unique and important insights and experiences that have 
complimented their studies in Humanities.” 

B Y: M S. P O L L I   M C M A H O N 
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Year 9 SEAL Humanities 

“The Year 9 SEAL students took a walking tour of the CBD to take in the benefits of 
different migrant groups’ contribution to the city of Melbourne prior to their visit 
to the museum.  They walked along the Yarra River and took in the places where 
in the late 1700s Indigenous Australians lived and survived.  Students stopped at 
Melbourne Central for a bite of lunch and then walked to the Immigration 
Museum.  There they listened to an Immigration Museum Staff member tell the 
stories of early immigrants to Australia and what it was like to live during that 
time.  There was also time to watch a short video on the story of refugees to 

Australia.  The students then were able to view the exhibits in the museum.   It was a great way to 
reinforce what the students were learning in the classroom and gave them a 
firsthand look at what it was like to be an immigrant to Australia in the late 
1800s to the mid-1900s.” 

B Y:  M S.  P A M   C R A G O 
 

 

Year 10 Elective – Extend Your Thinking 

“The Extend Your Thinking class of Semester One went on an excursion to the Melbourne Adventure 
Rooms. We had been planning this excursion since the beginning of commencement and since the subject 
is all about thinking and problem solving, what better excursion than an escape room? We had been 
buzzing about this trip and counted down the days. Ms Lazar was exceptionally excited with her constant 
reminders and she was relieved that her persistence in getting the excursion approved had finally paid off. 
The long-awaited day had finally arrived, and we stood at Berwick Station, almost freezing to death, with 
Ms Lazar and Mr Edwards, who couldn’t wait spend a day out of the office. After an hour-long train trip, 
we made our way to Melbourne Central feeling famished and ready to devour anything we could get out 
hands on at such an ungodly hour, but we had encountered a small problem – a myki malfunction causing 
students to be left behind. Thankfully students’ intuition allowed for a reunion and we managed to 
continue forward. After grabbing food and relentless begging to just stay where the food was, we made 
our way to the Adventure rooms. That was after a quick trip around Melbourne, led by Mr. Edwards. Upon 
arrival, excitement bubbled up again inside every student and we just couldn’t wait to get inside. The kind 
ladies led each group into their designated rooms – Gaol Break, Mad Scientist and the Black Queen. We 
won’t spoil the secrets of the rooms but be aware that handcuffs, numerous combination locks, brain-

racking clues and inanimate objects, which had more of an 
effect than it should have, awaited us. A lot of yelling, 
frustration and team-bonding took place in those rooms. 
All 3 groups managed to escape with plenty of time to 
spare, making us a part of the 30% of visitors who actually 
escape. This excursion was the best excursion we had ever 
been on and we would love to go again. It was a perfect 
reflection of the subject; it was both chill, challenging and 
a great experience overall.”  

B Y: C H R I S T Y   B.  T H O M A S (10V) 
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Year 11 and Year 12 Business Management 

 “My business class had an excursion opportunity to Yakult Factory 
to learn about Operations Management. It was truly an amazing 
experience for me personally, as it was my first time ever going to 
a manufacturing factory. Upon arrival at Yakult Factory, we were 
greeted and welcomed by a friendly lady, Miss. Tan, who showed 
us around the factory floors and shared the beautiful 'Inside Story' 
of Yakult. We got to see in person Yakult's production line and its 
incredible machineries, from when it was made, stored, bottled to 
packaging. Furthermore, we had the chance to hear about Yakult's 
origin since way back 1935, as well as how it has become so famous for its probiotic drinks. From the 
factory tour, I realized the amount of effort Yakult has put into ensuring the same high quality drinks 
across all countries that distribute it, which can be seen through their way of examining the finished 
products, performing tests on quality, or assuring that the transportation is efficient. The most amazing 
thing that I discovered about Yakult was that its source of ingredients, machineries, production of bottles, 
waste treatment etc., are all done with such considerations towards the local community and the 
environment, which is probably one of the reasons why Yakult has been such a successful business. This 
excursion is definitely one of my highlights this year as I got the chance to actually see the production of a 
product I love so much, as well as gained some insights into the effort a business must put into making 
their products in order to ensure the best will go to consumers.”                  B Y: K I D O   H O A N G (YR. 12) 
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The Resilence Project News

 

 

The Resilience Project Year 8 and 9 Parent Information Night 

 

What: Year 8 and 9 Parent Information Night  

When: Wednesday 21st August 2019 

Time: 7:00-8:30pm 

Where: Kambrya College- exact location TBC closer to date when numbers are confirmed 

How: click on the link below (limited seating) to reserve your spot OR collect a slip from the front 
office.  

https://www.trybooking.com/500014 
 

What: We empower PARENTS and deliver a presentation that provides practical strategies to help 
build their son/daughters resilience, mental health and wellbeing.  

https://theresilienceproject.com.au/about-us/ 
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Cadbury Fundraiser!  
 
This year Kambrya College’s Production team are busy preparing for their performance of Alice in 
Wonderland JR.  To support the team, purchase costumes and all the other items needed to make this 
a fantastic presentation we have been running our major fundraiser.  All of the team is busy selling 
Cadbury chocolates, a box of 60 chocolates @ $1 each (total $60 per box).  In an effort to greatly 
increase sales and ensure we can provide the crew with everything they need we would ask that all 
parents consider allowing their children to collect a box of chocolates to sell to family and friends.  
Chocolates are available from the PE/PA office with all money to be returned to the front office. There 
are two boxes to choose from the ‘Goody box or the ‘Fun pack’, both contain some of your favourites. 
Once the first box is sold, if you wish to take another simply take your receipt to the PE office and 
collect another box. We would greatly appreciate help to sell the chocolates so a big thank you in 
advance!  
 
There will be a prize given to the student who sells the most chocolates. 
 
 

 
 

School Production News
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School Production News

 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Local Business Owner, 
 
We are Kambrya College, your local government high school with over 1,400 students in Years 7-12 currently attend our 
wonderful Berwick school. 
 
Kambrya is developing a proud tradition within the Performing Arts of putting on a musical each year. This year’s 
Production is Alice in Wonderland - JR. We will perform the show July 31st – August 3rd, 2019 to our local community at 
our school’s theatre.  
 
This year we have nearly 130 students involved both on stage singing, dancing and acting; as well as off stage designing 
and building sets, props, costumes and learning lighting and sound engineering.  
 
We are hoping your local business would be interested in supporting our school’s Production. 
 
We are currently looking for donations from Corporate Sponsors for the following: 
 

• $1800 from a single Sponsor, which will fund our cast and crew t-shirts to provide students with a uniform for 
the Production rehearsals and performances  

• Various donations ($50 - $1000) from Sponsors which will go a long way to help fund the costs for items 
such as costumes, props, set construction and materials, technical equipment and makeup.  

Any donation will help support The Arts in our community and greatly help make our show a success at Kambrya 
College!   Donations would be most helpful prior to 28th June 2019. 
 
As a Corporate Sponsor:  

• Your business name and logo will be printed in our house program (distribution 200 x 5 performances)  
• Your business name and logo will be mentioned on our website  
• Your business name and logo will be printed in our school newsletter 
• You will achieve a new relationship with our school and contribute to our local community 

Please contact the Production Administrator, Lynda McKenzie on 9707 7650, for details on how you can donate to 
our Arts Program at Kambrya College. You can receive a business receipt for your donation towards our school,  
upon request.  
 
We thank you for taking the time to consider our request. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Students from the 2019 Kambrya Production of Alice in Wonderland – Jr. 
 
Lynda McKenzie       Pip Edwards 
Production Administrator      Assistant Principal   
Kambrya College       Kambrya College   
Phone (direct) +61 3 9707 7650     www.kambryacollege.com 
mckenzie.lynda.a@edumail.vic.gov.au      
 
 
 
 

Maximising the potential of each student 
PO Box 153     68 Bemersyde Drive     BERWICK VIC 3806 

Telephone: [03] 9707 7600 
Website: www.kambryacollege.com    Email: kambrya.co@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Department of Education and Training CRICOS Provider Code: 00861K 

Integrity 
 

Respect 

Compassion 

Achievement 
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School Production News
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ARTS News

 

 
 

 
 
We are proud and excited to have some of our students participating in the 2019 Victorian 
State Schools Spectacular: Made of Stars  
 
The Spectacular brings together government school communities from across Victoria. 
Fittingly, this year’s theme, Made of Stars, will feature a galaxy of out-of-this-world 
performances showing that these students are made of star stuff.  
 
The three-hour live show – involving music, dance, skateboarding and circus arts – will be 
performed to an audience of around 12,000 people at Melbourne Arena on Saturday 14 
September over two shows at 1pm and 6:30pm. 
 
Talented Victorian students will feature on stage, while many other students will work behind 
the scenes, gaining unique, on-the-job, professional experience.  
 
 
Tickets go on sale at 9am Wednesday 12 June via www.ticketek.com.au/spectacular 
 
Our school is positioned in Quadrant 2, and VSSS suggest you try to purchase tickets 
in the sections: 17, 18, 19, 44, 45. 
 
Adult:                           $40 
Child Under 15:           $20 
Concession:                $30 
Buy 10 tickets and get one adult ticket free (the 11th ticket is free) by calling Group Bookings 
on 1300 364 001. 
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Senior VCAL News

SENIOR 
VCAL  
TRIVIA  
NIGHT 
WHEN 
Thursday 27th June  
3.30-5pm 

WHERE 
Ian Mackenzie Centre (IMAC) 
Kambrya College  

An event for  charities supporting disabilities 
All donations welcome 

 

ALL AGES 
EVENT 

This is an alcohol-free 

AT THE DOOR 
$5 Entry Fee 

 
FOOD FOR 

SALE  
Purchased on the 

night  

 
QUESTIONS  
Tara Crivari 

Criva-
ri.tara.c@edumail.

vic.gov.au 
 

Poly Tzimourtas 
Tzi-

mourtas.polyxeni.
p@edumail.vic.go

v.au 
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Community News

 

 

 
Moonlit Sanctuary Keeper Club 
 

Kids enjoy environmental activities, animal encounters and native animal care. 
Day includes: interactions with dingo, python, off-limits animals, feeding animals & food 
prep, animal enrichment activities. Learn about our animals, their conservation and the 
environment. For ages 7-14 years.  
 

Winter 2019 school holiday dates:  
• Week 1: 1 July, 2 July, 3 July, 4 July, 5 July  
• Week 2: 8 July, 9 July, 10 July, 11 July, 12 July 

 

Cost: $90.00 per day, or $250 for 3 days (pro rata for additional days).  
Maximum 16 children per day. 
 
Bookings essential as spaces are limited 
Dress for the weather and wear closed-toe shoes, long pants and remember your hat or 
raincoat.  BYO lunch or purchase at the café. 
 
Moonlit Sanctuary 
550 Tyabb-Tooradin Rd, Pearcedale 
Phone 5978 7935 
Web: www.moonlitsanctuary.com.au 
Open daily between 10am and 5pm 
 

 


